Ionization states of 16 individual anomalous cosmic ray events have been determined in the Anuradha cosmic ray experiment conducted onboard Spacelab-3. The geomagnetic field was used as a rigidity filter for the energetic charged particles, and the upper limit on their ionization states is obtained by using the relation Z $ M.p.dRc .Out of 16 events, 11 are found to be singly ionized and the other five events are consistent with their being in singly ionized states. The singly ionized nature of the anomalous cosmic ray particles suggests neutrals in the local interstellar space as their source.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Indian cosmic ray experiment Anuradha conducted onboard space shuttle Spacelab-3 during 29 April-6 May 1985, was primarily aimed at determining the ionization states of low energy cosmic rays and anomalous cosmic rays (ACR) in particular. The cutoff rigidity, Rc, for each cosmic ray particle is determined in this experiment from the knowledge of its arrival location and direction in the Spacelab orbit, and is used in conjunction with the measured momentum of the particle to obtain upper limit on its ionization state. The results from the first phase of the data analysis yielded 10 ACR events, most of which are in singly ionized state. The results from the .analysis of additional data from this experiment are reported here. which further consolidate earlier findings of the authors.
The arrival time for the energetic charged particles that were incdent during the rotation of the bottom stack and could produce nuclear tracks in both the top and the bottom detector stacks. could be determined from the angular displacement between the track segments produced by them in the two stacks when the bottom stack rotation was stopped (Fig. I ) . The corresponding arrival location could be easily obtained as the position and orientation of the spacecraft was known at all times and was monitored at an interval of 2 s during the mission. The cutoff rigidity for a particular arrival location and direction is calculated by the trajectory tracing method2 using the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) for the 1985 epoch3. The calibration of the plastic CR-39 nuclear track detector was done by using 140 MeV/n 56Fe beams from Berkeley Bevelac. Additional calibration points were obtained from cosmic ray iron ion tracks found in the detector stacks. Standard pr,ocedures were used to determine the atomic number (Z), mass (M) and energy (E) of the particles from the measured track parameters4.5. The upper limits on the ionization states (Z*) of the particles are determined by using the relation z* sM.p.cIR." where M is the mass of the particles, p is its momentum per nucleon, c is the speed of light and R.. is the calculated cutoff rigidity for its arrival location and direction in the Spacelab orbit. The details of the instrument, calibration and experimental procedures used for track matching as well as method used for trajectory tracing computations are described elsewherel.6. FIgure 2. The distribution of the ionization states for 16 anomalous c~mic ray events detected in the Anuradha experiment.
of each particle. Since the exposure duration was free from solar flare activity, the solar geophysical data, particularly the ~ index, suggests no geomagnetic disturbances during the exposure period8.9, the use of the 1985 IGRF is most appropriate in the present case Table 1 . The dip and the azimuth angles refer to the direction of entry of the particle in the detector frame of reference, which are then converted into arrival directions in geocentric and local coordinate system using appropriate coordinate transformationsl. Table 2 shows the arrival time of the particles, their energies, momenta and the cutoff rigidities (~), calculated by the trajectory tracing method. Combining the data on the particle momenta and calculated cutoff rigidities, the results on the upper limits on the ionization states of each particle are shown in the last column of Table 2 . The upper limits on the ionization states shown in this table and Fig. 2 suggest that a majority of the ACR events are singly ionized and the rest of the events are also consistent with their being in singly ionized states.
The parameters which can significantly affect our results are the possible uncertainties in the geomagnetic field values used in the trajectory tracing calculations for estimating ~ values and in the deduced arrival time Arrival information for all the anomalous cosmic ray events Table I Dip... Id: identification; EP : encoder position + The systematic errors in dip and azimuth angle measurements are ::t 4.0deg(::t 10-) and :t 3.0 deg(::t10-) respectively. .These events have sharp tip tracks at the stopping sheet and as such their stopping point is not accurately known and there may be some error in the estimate of residual range and hence in identification. Id: identification Note: The two additional values of R., and the ionization states given in the parenthesis are obtained for an uncertainty in arrival time of :t 90 s; a: the errors in energy are mostly within 2 to 6 per cent as estimated from uncertainty in measurement of ranges of particles resulting from uncertainty in the measured dip angles. The errors in momenta are nearly half of that in energies; b: limits on cutoff rigidity are not available because trajectory tracing yielded allowed trajectory for only one extreme value of arrival time; c: missing entry (-) indicates that the calculated ionzation state is less than one; and f: trajectory tracing did not yield allowed trajectory , and Stormer cutoff rigidity has been used to calculate the value of Z*, corresponding ionization states for a worst case uncertainty of ::!:90 s (2a ) in the deduced arrival time of each individual event, and these values are also shown in Table 2 . Since only a few eventi can at best have uncertainty in arrival time close to the worst case limit, this analysis should encompass the possible uncertainties in the ~ values noted above, in addition to the uncertainty in the arrival time for most of the events. It can be seen from the data presented in Table 2 that the deduced values of ionization states for the ACR particles do not get modified significantly even after allowing for this worst case uncertainty limit.
The improved statistics of events in the present work have also allowed the authors to investigate if there is any preferred grouping of the particles with respect to their arrival time and/or location. Such an analysis is important as there could be considerable day-night variations in the values of the threshold rigidity at high geomagnetic latitudes (~65 0) with lower values of d uring night times12-14. The distribution in the local arrival time for the ACR events, shown in Fig. 3 , does not show any preference in arrival time. Further as shown in Table 1 particles and thus confirm the results obtained by the authors on the ionization states of ACRs. In summary , there are 11 singly ionized ACR events (one nitrogen, six oxygen and four neon) and additional ACR events with upper limit ioruzation states of +2 (three oxygen events), +3 (one nitrogen event) and +5 (one oxygen event). All the ACR events detected in this experiment are therefore consistent with their being in singly iolJized The singly ionized state of ACRs supports the model of Fisk21, which suggests local interstellar neutrals as the source of the ACR particles. In this model interstellar neutrals enter into the solar system and get singly ionized either through photoionization by solar ultraviolet rays or by charge exchange process with the solar wind. These singly ionized particles then move along with the solar wind out to the heliospheric boundary where they are preferentially energised at the solar wind termination shock following which they
